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ABSTRACT
We show that the most general second-order tensor Bij which is zero for i * j is proportional to
the Kronecker delta $ij" By a slight modification of that argument we obtain the known result that the
most general second-order isotropic tensor is also proportional to $ij" These results are useful for
instance in obtaining the stress tensor for a viscous fluid (NASA TM-104386).
It is sometimesnecessary,for examplein the derivation of the equations of motion for a
viscous fluid [1], to determine the most general second-order tensor Bij that is zero for
i _ j (i, j -- 1,2,3). (Herein the word tensor refers to Cartesian tensor.) One cannot know a
priori that a particular second-order tensor with the property that it is zero for i n j, say B6ij ,
where B is a scaler and $ij is the Kronecker delta, is necessarily the most general tensor with
that property. For instance, if one is dealing with a fluid, he might imagine that such a tensor
could depend on the motion of the fluid, as well as on pressure forces that are not accompanied
by motion.
Thus we need to determine the form of Bij , or of Bij in a rotated coordinate system,
that being the most general second-order tensor for which
$
Bij ffi Bij = 0 for i _ j.
Note that we have not said anything about Bij for i = j; that will be considered in what
(1)
follows. We first encountered the problem of the determination of the form of Bij when
attempting to obtain the stress tensor for a viscous fluid by assuming only its form for a simple
shear [1]. Since we have not seen a satisfactory determination of Bij , we give such a
determination here.
Since Bij is a second-order tensor, its law for transformation to a rotated coordinate
system is [2,3]
Bi j = aika jIB k{, (2)
where the summation convention is operative, a star designates a quantity in the rotated
coordinate system xi, and the aij form a set of nine constants which define a transformation
$
from the unrotated coordinate system xi to the system x i. The necessary and sufficient
condition that lengths remain invariant under the transformation is
ai |aim ffi v fi and = _lm
where 61j, the Kronecker delta, is 1 for i--j and0for i _j.
and using Eq. (3) and the definition of 6ij, give
Multiplying Eq. (2) by ajm ,
(3)
ajmBij = aikajt_jmBk! = aikt_lmBk! = aikBkm.
Rewriting the first and last members of this equation,
ajmBij = alkBkm. (4)
The unrepeated (assignable)subscriptsin Eq. (4)are m and i. SinceEq. (4)istrueforany
m, i-- 1,2,3one can set m --i= 1. Then we carryout the summations on the repeated
subscriptsj and k, and, with q and r as generalsubscripts,we let Bqr = B;r = 0 for
q _,r (Eq. (1)).Equation (4) then becomes
all(B11 - Bll) = 0,
or
BI1 ffiBli.
(5)
Similarly, by setting m = 2, i = 1, Eq. (4) becomes
(e)
and by setting m=3, i= 1,
Bll = B33. (7)
Then, from Eqs. (5) to (7),
Bll = B22 = B33. (8)
Thus, startingfrom Eq. (I),we have shown that Bll --B22 = B33 if Bij= B_j = 0 for i # j.
From Eqs. (1)and (8),and the definitionof the Kronecker delta (givenafterEq.(3)),we have,
finally,
Bij = B6ij , (9)
where B isa scalar.We have placedno restrictionson Bij other than that itbe a second-
order tensorwith the property thatitand Bij are zerofor i * j. Thereforethe expressionfor
Bijin Eq. (9) isthe most generalsecond-ordertensorforwhich Bij= Bij = 0 for i , j. Note
that Bij turnsout to be an isotropictensor,although we have not explicitlymade that
assumption.
According to our analysis,tiledefinitionofthe Kronecker delta 6ij could be given by a
weaker statement than the usualone. The usual statement that 61j= 1 for i--j and /_ij= 0
for i _ j could be replacedby the weaker statement that 51j= 1 for i,j = I and 6ij= 0 for
i _ j;the strongerstatement isimpliedby the weaker one (seethe sentencefollowingEq. (8)).
Consider now the most generalsecond-orderisotropictensor lij.Although the form of
lljisknown from previouswork, e.g.,[2],itcan be obtained more directlyby a simple
modification of Eq. (4).
since Iij is isotropic,
Equation (4) becomes, on replacing Bij by Iij and omitting the star,
ajmlij= aiklkm. (10)
This equation can be written as
or
6kmajklij ffi/_ijajklkm
ajk(6kmIij - 6ijIkm ) = O. (11)
Since the relation for Iij cannot depend on the ajk (on the orientation of the coordinate axes),
Iij being isotropic, the quantity in parentheses in Eq. (11) is zero, and we get, after contracting
the indices k and m,
Iij = (Ikk/3)Sij
where Ikk is a scalar. Any value of Ikk satisfies Eq. (12), as can be seen by contracting the
indices i and j, so that
Iij = I61j.
That is, any (the most general) second-order isotropic tensor can be written as
an arbitrary scalar. From Eqs. (9) and (13),
I6ij , where
(12)
Bij = (B/I)Iij,
or the most general second-order tensor Bij that is zero for
general second-order isotropic tensor.
i_'j
(14)
is proportional to the most
(13)
I is
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